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What you can learn from this game: 
         Sacrifices can get pieces to move where you can take advantage of them.
    Should do: 
         1. Check out sacrifices even though you won’t be able to use them most of the time.
         2. When you see a good move, look around just a little bit longer for a better one.
    Should NOT do:
         1.Don’t sacrifice unless you can clearly see what you’ll get back for the sacrifice in the end.

Some “chess tricks” as they appear in this game:  ©M.G.Moody

 1. e4  e5 Control Center - (Both sides put a pawn in the center of the board).
 2. f4 exf4 Gambit - (White offers Black a Pawn “for free” and Black accepts the “gambit”).
 3. Nf3 g5 Block - (White blocks the Pawn and protects h4 from a queen attack).

Protect - (Black protects the Pawn, creating a “pawn outpost”).
 4. h4 g4 Attack the Pawn Chain - (White attacks the base of the small pawn chain).

Attack a “Big Guy” - (Black attacks White’s Knight forcing a move).
 5. Ne5 Nf6 Attack unprotected Pawn - (Both sides attack unprotected pawns).
 6. Nxg4 Nxe4 Capture - (Both sides grab a pawn)
 7. d3 Ng3 Attack a “Big Guy” - (White forces Black’s Knight to move).

Attack unprotected Rook - (Black’s Knight is threatening White’s Rook).
 8. Bxf4 Nxh1 Bishop out - (Black get the Knight out and offers his Rook which Black accepts).
 9. Qe2+ Qe7 Prepare a pin - (White’s move forces a pin on the next move).
10. Nf6+ Kd8 Force a move - (White’s pinned Queen can’t take the Knight – the King must move).
11. Bxc7+ Kxc7 Sacrifice - (Another sacrifice forces a move which sets up a Knight fork).
12. Nd5+ Kd8 Knight Fork - (Two straight forced moves have set up a fork to win White’s Queen).

Protect - (The King gets into position to protect the Bishop after the exchange).
13. Nxe7 Bxe7 Exchange - (With the sacrifices and exchanges the sides are about even in material).
14. Qg4 d6 Trap a piece - (White’s Queen blocks the invading Knight’s way to escape).

Discovered Attack - (Black’s Pawn moves – the Bishop is now attacking the Queen).
15. Qf4 Rg8 Attack unprotected Pawn - (Forced to move, White’s Queen attacks Black’s Pawn).
16. Qxf7 Bxh4+ Exchange - (Both sides win pawns, but Black has White’s King in check).
17. Kd2 Re8 Protect - (White gets the King out of check and opens the back row up a little more).

Protect - (The Black Rook moves to the side of the King for protection).
18. Na3 Na6 Threaten - (White threatens checkmate in two moves which Black prevents).
19. Qh5 Bf6 Skewer - (White’s Queen is attacking two unprotected pieces at the same time).

Threaten a Fork - (Black may loss the Knight but has a nice fork set up).
20. Qxh1 Bxb2 Exchange - (White grabs the Knight and Black grabs the Pawn creating a fork!).
21. Qh4+ Kd7 Check for extra move - (White checks Black getting the Queen into position).

22. Rb1 Bxa3 Un-fork - (White’s Rook is out of the fork, but Black can take White’s Knight). 
23. Qa4+ 1-0 Queen Fork - (White forks Black’s King and Bishop – Black gives up and resigns).

Chess Notation for this game:
1.e4 e5 
2.f4 exf4 
3.Nf3 g5 
4.h4 g4 
5.Ne5 Nf6 

  6.Nxg4 Nxe4 
  7.d3 Ng3 
  8.Bxf4 Nxh1 
  9.Qe2+ Qe7 
10.Nf6+ Kd8 

11.Bxc7+ Kxc7 
12.Nd5+ Kd8 
13.Nxe7 Bxe7 
14.Qg4 d6 
15.Qf4 Rg8 

16.Qxf7 Bxh4+ 
17.Kd2 Re8
18.Na3 Na6 
19.Qh5 Bf6

20.Qxh1 Bxb2 
21.Qh4+ Kd7 
22.Rb1 Bxa3
23.Qa4+ 1-0


